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Re: Combating glorification of Nazism, neo-Nazism and other practices that contribute to fuelling contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance: Call for input

Dear Special Rapporteur Achiume,

The Armenian Bar Association welcomes your call for input on combating the glorification of practices that contribute to fuelling contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia, and related intolerance. The ABA is an international non-profit organization of judges, attorneys, law professors, law students, and legal professionals that addresses and provides education on areas of legal concern to the Armenian community. We write to inform you of the harmful activities of the Grey Wolves, a group whose ideology is characterized by exaggerated nationalism and racist violence against ethnic minorities in Turkey and around the world. The purpose of this letter is to help stop the Grey Wolves before they further realize their dangerous worldview of racist violence and ethnic purity.

I. Background

1. The Grey Wolves is a Turkish ultra-nationalist organization and movement affiliated with the Nationalist Movement Party (“MHP”) of Turkey. Founded in the 1960s by Colonel Alparslan Turkes, the organization is officially known as Ulku Ocaklari (Idealist Hearths) and is currently allied with Turkish President Erdogan. The organization, known to be Pan-Turkist and neo-fascist, serves as a youth organization that has been characterized as MHP's paramilitary or militant wing. While its goal in its early days was to rally against communism and leftists, it garnered attention in the 1970s and 1980s when its members launched a wave of bomb attacks and shootings that killed hundreds of people, including public...
officials, journalists, students, lawyers, labor organizers, and left-wing activists. The primary targets of their attacks have been non-Turkish ethnic minorities, such as Armenians, living in Turkey. And as a result, many organizations, academics, and governments have labeled the group a terrorist organization.

2. Following the collapse of the Soviet Union in the 1990s, the Grey Wolves expanded their work into post-Soviet states that had Turkish populations. According to numerous reports, thousands of its members fought in the First Nagorno-Karabakh (“Artsakh”) War on the Azerbaijani side, and the First and Second Chechen Wars on the Chechen side. Under Devlet Bahceli, who is the current chairman of the MHP and Türkseven’s successor, the party and the Grey Wolves have presented themselves as moderates, expressing their support for liberal democracy and downplaying their nationalistic behavior. However, in recent years, its members still engage in attacks against Kurdish and leftist activists. The organization has also worked strenuously to branch out and have an essential role in various Western European countries where there is a significant Turkish community like the Netherlands, Belgium, and Germany and the Turkish controlled part of Cyprus. The Grey Wolves are currently supported by 3.6% of the Turkish electorate. Currently, the group is banned from Azerbaijan following an attempt to rise to power in 1995 (see, however, paragraphs 8-11, infra), Kazakhstan, and most recently in France. However in Azerbaijan, reports claim that the Grey Wolves continue to operate through various political activities.

3. In the last several decades, there have been numerous examples of how the Grey Wolves organization and its members around the world continue to harass, attack, and ignite xenophobic behavior against Armenians, Greeks, Kurds, and other groups. The Grey Wolves have murdered pro-Kurdish actors, destroyed their political offices, and have instigated riots against various Kurdish groups in Turkey. Members of the Grey Wolves have actively held demonstrations opposing the development of Greek-Turkish relations and have demanded the deportation of the Patriarchate to Greece in Turkey. In 2011, an Armenian serving in the Turkish army was murdered on April 24 (Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day) by a member of the Grey Wolves. The group has also protested Armenian Genocide commemorations in Turkey. These incidents have also fueled hate crimes, xenophobic acts, and further
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II. Activity of the Grey Wolves

A. Turkey

4. Many decades prior to the formation of the Grey Wolves, German Nazis found inspiration in the Turkish nationalist movements of the time,\(^\text{17}\) which were an important motor for the Armenian Genocide.\(^\text{18}\) In Turkey today, the Grey Wolves continue to have strong ties with the Nationalist Movement Party (MHP), despite Turkey’s denial of the movement’s existence and its responsibility for various acts of violence against minority groups in Turkey.\(^\text{19}\) In reality, although the Grey Wolves organization was perceived to be inactive at the beginning of the 21st century, this changed in 2015 when its members attacked the Thai Embassy in Istanbul and later bombed a Hindu shrine in Bangkok.\(^\text{20}\) Its members also began issuing public statements inciting violence against Armenians\(^\text{21}\) and Kurds.\(^\text{22}\)

5. Currently, Olcay Kilavuz, the president of the Grey Wolves, holds a seat in Turkey’s parliament as an MHP representative, and Devlet Bahceli, who is known for supporting the far-right movement, has on several occasions been seen making the Grey Wolves salute.\(^\text{23}\) Politicians from other parties have also been seen forming the Grey Wolves hand gesture, such as Meral Aksener, leader of the Iyi Party, and even President Erdogan.\(^\text{24}\)

6. Xenophobic speech that echoes the Grey Wolves ideology of anti-Armenian sentiment has also been commonly used by Turkish public officials and figures. For example, during a briefing in May 2020, President Erdogan stated, “We do not allow terrorist leftovers of the sword in our country.”\(^\text{25}\) “Leftovers of the sword” is a term that is used in Turkey that refers to the survivors of the massacres that mainly targeted Christian Armenians, Greeks and Assyrians in the Ottoman Empire and its successor state.

\(^{17}\) See generally Stefan Hriegl, Ataturk in the Nazi Imagination (2014).
\(^{18}\) See generally Taner Akcam, A Shameful Act: The Armenian Genocide and the Question of Turkish Responsibility (2007).
\(^{21}\) Tom Stevenson, Analysis: The growing strength of Turkey’s ultra-nationalists, Middle East Eye (June 2, 2016), https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/analysis-growing-strength-turkeys-ultra-nationalists.
\(^{24}\) Stevenson, supra note 21.
Turkey. Two months later, in another press conference, Erdogan threatened to finish the Armenian Genocide when he proclaimed, “We will continue to fulfill the mission our grandparents have carried out for centuries in the Caucasus.”

B. Azerbaijan

7. In its submission to the 2020 report on “Combating glorification of Nazism, neo-Nazism and other practices,” Azerbaijan expressed that “[t]he glorification of Nazism, neo-Nazism, and other related practices were still the hard realities in some regions.” In Azerbaijan, neo-Nazi ideology manifests in the actions of the Grey Wolves and sympathizers more broadly.

a. Grey Wolves and Military Conflict

8. Since mid-2020, the symbols and ideologies representing the Grey Wolves have become prevalent and glorified in Azerbaijan and the Azerbaijani diaspora following Azerbaijan's military aggression against the ethnic Armenians of Artsakh. For example, during various demonstrations in July, when Azerbaijan first violated the cease-fire, and October, during the 2020 Artsakh conflict, Azerbaijani protestors would hold the Grey Wolves salute in response to Armenian protestors. On social media platforms, such as Twitter and Instagram, the replies of Azerbaijani accounts to Armenian posts would include the emojis of a wolf and the ‘sign of the horns,’ in addition to incitement to violence and hate.

9. During and after the 2020 Artsakh conflict, photos and videos emerged of Syrian mercenaries hired by Azerbaijan and Turkey, and Azerbaijani soldiers making the Grey Wolves hand gesture. In one video including an Armenian POW, an Azerbaijani soldier can be seen forming the Grey Wolves symbol before striking the Armenian POW on the head. The symbol, however, has not solely been used by low-ranking Azerbaijani military officials. For instance, on 10 December 2020, when Azerbaijan and Turkey held a victory parade in Baku, Azerbaijan, an Azerbaijani general made the symbol of the Grey Wolves.
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10. More recently, Devlet Bahceli announced that the Ulku Ocaklari Education and Culture Foundation was permitted by both President Erdogan and Azerbaijan’s President, Ilham Aliyev, to build a school in occupied Shushi of Artsakh. The two heads of state are set to attend the school’s groundbreaking imminently. The construction of a Grey Wolves school is of great concern as it will further promote neo-fascism and neo-Ottomanism, and undermine any peaceful resolution of the Artsakh conflict. This concern is particularly urgent considering the Grey Wolves have conducted similar operations in schools of occupied northern Syria.

11. Invocations of neo-Nazism more broadly were present during the 2020 Artsakh conflict. After the November 10, 2020 Trilateral Statement, which ended the conflict and resulted in significant loss of territory for Artsakh, images started appearing of a silver vehicle near Shushi spray-painted with swastikas and the word “Sumqayit.” Sumqayit, or Sumgait, is a city in Azerbaijan where an anti-Armenian pogrom took place on February 28, 1988, involving the murder and mutilation of ethnic Armenians in the city. The pogrom resulted in at least 32 people massacred and hundreds wounded, and was followed by another anti-Armenian pogrom on January 13, 1990 in Baku, resulting in the murder of at least 46 ethnic Armenians. Thus, the swastika together with the word “Sumqayit” indicate a popular understanding that neo-Nazism is embedded in anti-Armenian ideology in Azerbaijan.

b. Parallels in State Discourse

12. The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has repeatedly noted its concern about racial discrimination experienced by ethnic Armenians in Azerbaijan, and Azerbaijani public officials and figures themselves have frequently voiced threatening statements alluding to massacres and genocides of Armenians. In 2005, Hajibala Abutalybov, former Deputy Prime Minister of Azerbaijan, said to a visiting German delegation while serving as Mayor of Baku: “Our goal is the complete elimination of Armenian ideology in Azerbaijan.”
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Armenians. You Nazis eliminated the Jews in the 1930s and 40s, right? You should be able to understand us.”42 Similarly, on 28 October 2020, Nurlan Ibrahimov, head of the press service of the UEFA “Qarabagh” football club of Azerbaijan, wrote on Facebook: “We must kill all Armenians—children, women and the elderly. We need to kill them without making a distinction. No regrets. No compassion.”43

13. Another example of the disturbing parallels between attitudes towards Armenians and Nazism in state discourse came in January 2021, when Azerbaijan released commemorative stamps containing photo collages of a doctor and a soldier.44 Critically, the image shows someone fumigating the region of Artsakh.45 The likening of a people to a pest indicates that the state embraces a discourse of extermination that parallels Nazi discourse on ethnic purity.

C. Other Parts of the World

14. In various parts of the world, the Grey Wolves’ aggression and incitement of violence against Armenians rose significantly during the 2020 Artsakh conflict. In October 2020, Turkish and Azerbaijani nationals in the towns of Vienne and Decines-Charpieu, France, took to the streets “looking for Armenians.”46 The march was orchestrated by the Grey Wolves,47 and involved a group of about 250 people chanting threats against Armenians. The group displayed the Grey Wolves hand symbol and yelled threats like “We are going to kill the Armenians.”48

15. Five days later, in Lyon, France, both the Armenian Genocide Memorial and the Armenian National Memorial Center were vandalized with anti-Armenian graffiti that included ‘RTE,’ in reference to President Erdogan, and the words ‘Grey Wolves.’49 Following these incidents, French Interior Minister Gerard Darmanin announced on Twitter that the Grey Wolves movement would be dissolved in France, stating that it “incites discrimination and hatred and is implicated in violent actions.”50

16. The Grey Wolves and Turkish and Azerbaijani nationalists in Germany also took to inciting violence against Armenians. It was reported that Armenian households had been receiving flyers that stated, “We are with our Azerbaijani brothers and we will not allow Armenian infidel dogs to live comfortably in...
Germany."
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III. Responsive Measures

17. As a response to the violence carried out by the Grey Wolves around Europe, measures have been adopted by certain states with a view to countering this movement and ideology.

18. France has taken the strongest stance and has banned the Grey Wolves in light of their “extremely violent” actions and threats. This ban prohibits the symbol, and members of the group are to be fined or imprisoned for convening. Turkey’s government had an opportunity to support France’s action and express its own condemnation of the ultranationalist group’s actions; however, Turkey’s foreign ministry instead responded that they would “react to this decision in the harshest way.”

19. Germany has tried to follow suit. The German Green Party MPs, including a Turkish-German politician, called the organization “Erdogan’s extended arm” whose members “repeatedly stir up hatred, threaten people, and are involved in acts of violence.” Germany has not yet enacted any law or policy about the Grey Wolves but calls to do so continue.

20. While in Europe there is action being taken to combat the group, Turkey and Azerbaijan have been notably silent and their silence serves as implicit encouragement for this egregious behavior, as the ideology permeates through society and normalizes certain ways of thinking. Turkey has in the past even denied that the Grey Wolves exist, ignoring the problems that such organized hate crimes create, and implicitly encouraging their perpetration. For example, on February 12, 2021, a Turkish television network conducted a survey with passers-by in Istanbul asking what they would do if they could get away with it; an Azerbaijani woman stopped in the street said she would behead 20 Armenians. While Turkey censors a great amount of speech criticizing its own government, this selective censorship which allows such xenophobic rhetoric to be elevated and glorified sets a dangerous tone of acceptance throughout the country.
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21. The implicit encouragement from Turkey and Azerbaijan is detrimental to any chances of curtailing hate speech towards Armenians, and is contradictory to many of the countries’ own adopted statements. Turkey contributed a statement for the UN Secretary General’s report on the implementation of a resolution on “A global call for concrete action for the total elimination of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia, and related intolerance and the comprehensive implementation of and follow-up to the Durban Declaration and Programme of Action.”61 In its statement Turkey reaffirms its commitments to the ICERD and cites other Turkish law that seeks to criminalize xenophobia and racism, yet it does not follow this in practice. Similarly, Azerbaijan has legislation against racism and racial discrimination,62 yet it has not used these laws to try to deter the rampant hate speech in that country, around the world, and propagated on online platforms by their citizens. The hate speech online is particularly noxious,63 and the states of Turkey and Azerbaijan have not taken any steps aimed at preventing and countering hate speech. Lack of any control of online hate speech is dangerous and incites an inordinate amount of violence that should be roundly condemned and deterred by the state.

IV. Conclusion

22. Particularly in the context of Erdogan’s Pan-Turkic expansionist vision from the Mediterranean to Libya and beyond, and Turkey’s illicit use of armed force to reach its objectives,64 it is critical to understand the radical ideological streams undergirding the politics of the region and around the world. The Grey Wolves and its sympathizers drive racist violence towards ethnic minorities. The group should be understood as a dangerous ideology paralleling Nazism in form - in light of indications of state support - and in substance - in light of explicit calls for the eradication of certain ethnic groups. Azerbaijan’s aggression towards Artsakh and its Armenians is both a recent manifestation of this dangerous ideology, and a warning of a disturbing, growing trend.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Armenian Bar Association
P.O. Box 29111
Los Angeles, CA 90027
www.ArmenianBar.org
info@ArmenianBar.org